References to "1-xx" or "§1-xx" are to the Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act., 225 ILCS 732/1-1 et seq. References
to "240.xxx" and "245.xxx" are to 62 Ill. Admin. Code 240 and 245, respectively.

Attachment: DirectionalDrillingPlan

Please save attachment and use the file name above.
Directional Drilling Plan. §1-35(b)(4); 245.210(a)(4).
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)

5,280'
What is the total true vertical depth to which the well will be drilled or deepened? _______
10,580'
What is the total measured depth to which the well will be drilled or deepened? ________
9°/100'
What is the proposed build angle of the well? _______
355°
What is the proposed direction (heading) of the well? _______
4,600'
At what depth will the well deviate from vertical? _______
5,190'
At what verticle depth will the well enter the formation that will be stimulated?__________
What is the angle and direction of any nonvertical portion of the wellbore prior to total target
0° to 90° with an Azimuth of 355°
depth/actual final depth? _________________________________________
4,780'
What is the estimated length of the proposed horizontal lateral or wellbore? _______
90.45°
What is the planned horizontal deviation of the horizontal lateral or wellbore?_________
355°
What is the planned direction/heading of the horizontal lateral or wellbore? _______
What is the planned bottom hole location of the well (provide both PLSS and GPScoordinates)?

38° 8' 59.065" , -88° 21'.43.594"
Approximately Center E/2 NW SW NE Corner Section 30-4S-8E, White County, Illinois

Scaled Cross (Top is Soil Surface). 245.210(a)(4), 245.210(a)(7).Attach a diagram of the well bore,
showing in scaled cross-section of the following:
1) the well bore from the surface through the horizontal leg's total length
2) the dimensions and information stated in this Directional Drilling Plan
3) the features described in the Underground Fresh Water Plan in the following section; and
4) the formations to be stimulated as required by 245.210(a)(6)(A) and as described in the
geological description in Attachment titled HVHHFOperationsPlan.

